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Electronic Security

by Dt-_ 1--l.B. Wolfe

Introduction:

Electronic security in this day and age covers a wide variety of techniques. One of thc most

important areas that must be addressed is that of commerce on the Internet. The Internet is an

insecure medium to say the least. Every message sent must pass through many computers that

are most likely controlled by unrelated and untrusted organizations before it ultimately reaches

the final destination. At any one þÿ�o�l �these relays the inforniation within the message can be

scrutinized, analyzed and/or copied for later reference. There are documented and suspected

instances of surveillance of lnternet þÿ�t�1 ��a�t�‘�l ��i�c�.It has been suggested that several of the major

communication switches (through which 90% or more of Internet þÿ�t�_�r�a�t�‘�l ��i�cmust pass) have

permanent surveillance in place.

Another insidious but less obvious fact about Internet use is that messages once sent, are not

discarded nor do they disappear forever. Usually, at one or more relays, copies of messages

are archived and kept for differing time periods. Most ordinary users are not aware that

messages sent. six months ago may he able to be retrieved. That fact could have serious legal
þÿ�.�-�t�s�.�- ��l�l�~�‘�l�,�-�_�.�n�-�1�,�-�\�»�~�.�~(»‘,-..- ¢l~,, ..,,.-.,-IQ..
l¢lllllllL,lUllllb§\.llUL»l. lUl lllb §\.llUL»l .

At this time cryptography is really the only effective method that can be used to protect

lnternet transactions and communications from unauthorized interception. Unauthorized

means anvone who you have not expressly given permission to read your private

communications. Cryptography is the 2lt‘t or science of hidden writing. Plain text (your

message in readable form) is modified using an algorithm (like a mathematical equation) that

requires at least one special variable (your special private key that no one else knows) to

create ciphered text (your message in unreadable form). At the destination the person who the

message is meant for must have the "special key" in order to be able to unlock the ciphered

message.

All encryption is not created equal nor does it necessarily provide equivalent security. lt would

be wrong to intimate that merely using "encryption" to protect your communication is enough.
There are other factors at work here as well and they have to do with the politics ol" privacy. l

have often heard it said in New Zealand that "if you have nothing to hide then it shouldnt

matter who reads your Communications"_ þÿ�O�l �course, that opinion is naive and does not

represent reality in any meaningful way.
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A Short Primer in Cryptography:

For the average user, cryptographic products come in two flavors? þÿ�S�)�- ��l�I ��I�l�’�H�( ��[�I�’�f�(�.�‘(meaning that

you use the same key to encrypt. as you use to decrypt) and þÿ�A�.�S�‘�_�W�’�H�I�l�Z�( ��f�)�"�f�(�. �also know as "public"

key (meaning that you have two keys - one for encrypting and a dil‘t‘erent related key for

decrypting).

Symmetric systems are the older þÿ�o�l �the two and vendors often use the key size (in bits - an

example: the Data E-ncryption Standard - DIES uses 56 bit keys) to describe the strength of the

algorithm. This is but one dimension that describes that strength and should not be

misinterpreted to be the only attribute that measures its security. The Data Encryption
Standard (commonly used in the banking indtistry) when it was adopted as the US standard in

the mid--1970’s was thought to be extremely secure. lts defeat is described a bit later in the

paper.

Asymmetric systems provide the very important advantage of 1101 requiring the secure

exchange of keys in order to communicate securely. Each user’s "public" key can be kept by a

trusted third party that certifies its authenticity or exchanged much more easily than the

symmetric system. The RSA public key crypto-system was introduced in i978 (created by

Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir & Ken Adleman). At the time it was thought that it wouid take "4t)

quadriliion  to t‘actor" - this systems security is based on t.he þÿ�d�i�t�t ��i�c�u�i�t�yassociated with

factoring large prime numbers. The creators issued a challenge in |977 to defeat a key pair

consisting of a l29-digit number. On the 2’/Hi’of April 1994, after |00 quadrillion calculations

coordinated using the CPU ’s of some 60() participants. the RSA- E29 was defeated.

The important lesson to be learned from the material described above is that there is really no

lO(l% solution. With larger keys, either system can approach at level ol’ co|’nputat’ionalsecurity
that would be acceptable in today’s business community. However, these two examples have

addressed brute force attacks only (brute force attacks try every possible key or attempt to

factor every combination of prime numbers within the key range). The lield of cryptanalysis is

prolit"ic and there are other attack strategies that can be sttcccsslul with various encryption

algorithms (some examples: linear ci’y’pt.aualysis_þÿ�d�i�l ��l�‘�e�r�e�n�t�i�a�lcryptanalysis, plain text attacks,

and þÿ�d�i�l ��t ��e�r�e�n�t�i�a�lfault analysis). To use this tool cl‘t‘ectively, the user needs to consult an expert

or spend the time necessary to achieve a reasonable depth of understanding of the discipline.
Note: H.$‘l’l’()l1g

þÿ �

crypmgmp/1_v rzgfifrs to the way ezitrryjircrl )’ll(3.S’S(lg(’.\‘ are tzttac:/ted. A/’1

(1[(L{f)!’f[hlllis said to be þÿ ��.�s ��r�r�0�f�z�g
"

þÿ�{�f�‘�u�.�s ��z�’�n�gall of þÿ�I�/�i�c �þÿ�c�0�m�p�i�i�t ��i�r�z�_�i�;power in the world to czrmck it

lt/(Il-ill] /mt þÿ�[�7�I�’�(�)�(�/�’�l�1�{�(�.�‘�( �11 þÿ�C�/�( ��(�.�‘�l�°�_�\ ��[�)�f�( ��(�]result t-virhiri it þÿ�/�l�l�l�I�( ��_�f�)�’�(�l�l�’�}�’�I�( �to make that þÿ�l�’�l ��.�Y�l�£�I�i�[�‘img/ill.
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Cryptographic Products:

’There are a number of cryptographic products available in New Zealand, however,

cryptographic products created in the US cannot legally he exported unless they have in some

way been significantly weakened in their level of security. Coincidentally, we have at

community of interest here in New Zealand and there are several products that have been

created here. There is a firm in Christchurch that produces hardware cryptographic devices

(SignalGuard by CES). This system is useful for secure communications between branches of

organizations and docs not require any computing resources (for the encryption/decryption

process) for its use. Two crypto systetns have been developed independently in Auckland. The

first by Peter Smith and is called LUC and is a public key system. The second is produced by

William Raike and is called RPI( and is also a public key system. Internationally. the most

commonly used crypto system used in the world is called PGP (Pretty Good Privacy --- a public

key system) and was initially produced by Phil Zimmermann. however. there have been

several others who have assisted with this project and Peter Gutmann of Auckland has been

involved in this effort. PGP can easily be obtained from the Internet (free) as long as you don‘t

try to download it from the US.

There are a couple of products from Finland that hold a great deal of promise due to their very

user friendly interface and the choice ol‘l‘ered to users of a range of strong encryption

algorithms. The first is ’I‘eamWare Crypto (yasymmetric key system) and þÿ�t�h�a�t ��savailable from

Fujitzu (NZ). The second is F-Secure Desktop produced by DataFellows. These products are a

sample of what can be acquired here easily and at a reasonable expense; however, the list

should not be misconstrued as complete nor as an endorsement of any product. Each,

however. can provide strong encryption to users.

Internet Protocols:

The discussion of cryptography thus far presupposes that the user will control their use of such

products. For most users this is yet another activity that can go wrong and/or impede their

activities and further complicates their use ofthe tool. Resistance is bound to occur. Virtual

Private Networks (VPN) have been designed and created t.o give control of the cryptographic

function to the VPN owner and provide a secure environment within an organization for

communications - some using public networks. The network administrator gets to choose the

specific crypto algorithm to be implemented. ln so far as the user is concerned, they operate as

usual without any need to be concerned with cryptography. These systems are private as

indicated and as such do not solve the problem of communication outside ofthe VPN.

 1998 lI.l3. Wolfe, þÿ�l ��.�(�)�.Box 6079. l)\ll’lQ(lill New Zealand. No |iztl’l of this publication may be reprodttccphotocopied.storedinitphotocopied. stored in it
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There are. however, a number of protocols for communicating over the lnternet that offer

various levels þÿ�o�l �cryptographic security. For the most part these are desi gned to provide lor

secure transactions so that business can be transacted safely. Some of the more common

examples are Secure l\/Iultipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME), Secure HyperText

l\/Iarkup Language (S-HTTP), Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), Secure Electronic Transactions

(SET), Point to Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP), and there several others.

lt is important to note that ol‘ the live protocols listed, three have been successfully attacked

either because their cryptographic algorithm was weak or because the implementation of an

otherwise strong algorithin was flawed (S/Mllvllit SSL. þÿ�l ��l�"�‘�i�"�P�)�.One successful attack has been

implemented in the lorm of a screen saver program that quite happily performs a brute force

attack on the 4()~bit RC2 keys (RC12 for Ron‘s Code or Rivest’s Cipher is the name ol the

variable key-size crypto algorithm). Of course, that program is readily available from the

Internet. It is also worth mentioning that even though a protocol may have been successfully

attacked, that does not mean that it cannot be improved such that the flaw or weakness no

longerexists.

All cryptographic products purchased l"roin the US are intentionally hobblcd as a result ot" US

legislation which limits the strength ol‘ cryptographic products exported. Currently, it’s okay
for Americans to have strong encryption but it’s definitely not okay for non-Americans to have

strong encryption. The rationale for taking this position is the topic of heated debate around

the world. However, the lact remains that we cannot buy strong encryption products l‘rom the

US and þÿ�t�h�e�r�e�l ��o�r�eshould look elsewhere for products that do offer that kind ol‘ protection.

Cell Phones:

Another important method of Communication is the use þÿ�o�l �cell phones. When writing last

year’s paper, I included the following excerpt about cell phone technology:

Over the course of the past several years new products have emerged amongst

fanlarcs touting their absolute security_ One such product is the digital cell

phone. Claims surrounding it were, and continue to be. that the scanners used

in the past to monitor analog cell phone conversations would not be able to

decode the new technological wonder. It is a fact that signal content is very

different and that the old scanner technology will not translate intercepted

conversations. Additionally, they claimed that no one would be able to decrypt
the "smart cards" that are the principle piece þÿ�o�t �the technology used to actually
encode and decode transmissions within the cell system (cell phones are

nothing more than radio transmitters and receivers), The ct1rrent_ state of this

tif? |998 H.l¥. Wolfet þÿ�l ��.�(�)�.Box 6079. Dunedin  Zealand, NOV|)1ll‘|ol‘ this publication may be reprotluced. |>l10locupied.Nlowll in il
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technology is very clitferent from the claims made, however, and as recently as-

2() March l997, these algorithms have been decrypted and it is thought that

producing a digital scanner capable of interception and translation would now

be a trivial electronic exercise. As a result, secure communications via digital

cell phone can no longer be assured. One should never consider a cell phone ol‘

any type to be a secure medium þÿ�o�l �comntunication ("loose lips sink ships"),

Computers have played a huge role in the privacy arena. They are used day by

day, minute by minute to infringe our privacy. Recently, a friend in the US.

with the cooperation of a local news caster, attempted to obtain as mitch

information about the newsman as was reasonably possible from the various

databases, both public and private, which track people. He used a private

investigator and a computer type (hacker) in parallel. The result alter expending
less than fl9l,O()() was seventeen pounds of documents containing information

about the subject with regard to his medical history, financial activity

including a history ol* all banking and credit card transactions, history þÿ�o�l �his

telephone activity, arrest records, motor vehicle records, use and location

history for his cell phone, and many other things as well. The exercise served to

prove that information about anyone can be obtained lor a price and that a

significant part of that information is sensitive and potentially damaging to the

individual. Safeguards ottered in legislation cannot cope with the greed which

surrounds the prolitablc provision ol‘ these þÿ ��s�e�r�v�i�c�e�s �much of which comes

from someone on the "inside",

One ofthe interesting issues raised was the l‘act that organizations who provide
cell phone services record the history of the location ol every cell phone that is

active within a cell. ln other words, if you have a cell phone and it is turned on,

your every movement is not only being tracked at regular intervals but those

movements are being recorded and a history ol‘ those movements can be made

available to Wl’l0C_VCl‘is willing Io pay for that information as well as to law

enforcement. Some basic questions need to be asked: Why is this information

recorded? Who has access to the information and for what purpose? Under

what conditions do they have that access? Finally, does this happen in New

Zealand and it so, what safeguards are in place to protect the privacy of our

movements?

Please notice that no where in the preceding material have l accused anyone or any

organization within New Zealand of selling cell phone location history. Also you will note

that I have not specifically mentioned GSM or DAMPS or any other specific scherne of digital

 1998 l~l.B. þÿ�\�\ ��o�l�f�e�,þÿ�I ��.�(�)�.Box 6079. Dunedin New Zealand. No part ol’ this pulilication may he re|1|’odt|cctl.pliotocopted stored in a
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service. I didn’t have an axe to grind then nor do 1 at this time. I /ru/imfe I/mr digital eel/

þÿ�j�)�/�l�(�)�l�I�C ��.�S�‘ure an in/wvcztivtf, rt//in/9/e (J-/lt] (.’())Il/(flli(?l!l_/i)I"}IlQf(,‘()HZlHH}II(.‘(lfI()/Ithat þÿ�(�,�‘�0�l�l�’�f�/�’�f�/�7�l�.�l�I�L ��.�5�‘rn

þÿ�/�7�l�(�S�l�’�l�I�( ��t�S�‘�.�S�‘c{f7ici@i1c.’z’cf.s’,per.s’0fm/ .rftfketvcmd gwiclnil þÿ�i�/�r�i�p�/ ��o�v�e�dc/rm/iI_\=of life/kit* I/mst# w/to rise

I/ze/ri, My comments were and continue to be focused on security and privacy issues only.

However, the week after þÿ�P�l�’�I�’�\�» ��(�I�(�‘�_�\�- �Fm-uni ’97, I received a letter from an unnamed organization

accusing me of making "serious allegations about the way New Zealand cell phone operators

conduct their business and about the security þÿ�o�t �their systems". I had spoken for less than

two minutes about the topic during my entire presentation and what you have read above is

all that I had written. The letter was a bit aggressive, intimidating and designed to put me on

the defensive making me feel that if I did not comply with their demands (lor a puhlie

retraction) that there would be legai repercussions. You tend to pay attention when an

organization with multi-biliion dollars in assets takes a shot at you.

It could reasonably be argued that the phrase:

"those movements are being recorded and a history of those movements can he made

available to whoever is willing to pay for that int‘ormation as well as to law enforcement."

gives the reader thc impression that this material is for sale to anyone willing to pay for it.

That assut’i’iption is incorrect and it was not the intention of the writer to inter that the

þÿ�i�n�t ��o�r�m�a�t�i�o�nwas freely available for sale here in New Zealand. While that statement may have

lacked clarity, I have made no allegations whatsoever about any New Zealand organization or

husiness selling cell phone tracking data. All ol‘ the int‘ormation above and in the presentation
were and continue to be supportable facts.

Since that time, however, there have been some developments in the field ol‘ cell phone

technology. The GSM system, which has claimed in the past to be totally secure and

impossible to breach, has had a few interesting developments. In the l‘irst instance the

Subscriber Identification Module (SIM) - a small smart card, which holds the identity ol‘ the

cell phone, has been breached. This was accomplished by the Srnartcard Developer
Association and two Berkeley researchers (I3 April l998). One ol‘ the primary advantages for

the digital service is that the phone cannot he cloned by virtue ol the use ot’ this smart card.

Cloned phonescan he used illegally to sell international calls.

On the surface that þÿ�d�o�e�s�n ��tappear to damage the security of GSM in any meaningful way and

it probably doesnt however, the research process required to accomplish the breach made it

possible to discover the nature of the encryption algorithms used to encrypt connnunications

over the GSM System The folks at GSM had made use þÿ�o�l �the common approach to security

QC)1998 HB. Wolfe. þÿ�I ��.�(�)�.Box 6079, I)uncdil\ New Z£1&\|ilI\(|. No part nl’ this publication may he rep|’otlt|eed,photocopied, stored in a
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called .s’eby0/zscurirv.Whilethisapproachmayhavemeritsinsomespecializedby 0/zscurirv. While this approach may have merits in some specialized

circumstances, those who use it are usually disadvantaged at some point as a result. Nate;

Security by obscurity means keeping all aspects of security secret. At. first blush this sounds like a good

idea, however, this technique precludes any peer assessment that might. identify weakness in the approach

taken or devices and procedures used. Where weaknesses do exist they are usually identifier] by successful

attack as opposed to reasoned assessment.

The interesting fact that has emerged as a result; of investigating the algorithms used is that the

sixty-four (64) hit algorithm used by GSM has been deliberately and substantially weakened -

a thousand fold. This is accomplished by presetting ten (10) of the sixty-four bits to zero.

The question has to be asked: Why would anyone do that? It serves no purpose other than to

make GSM based communications more vulnerable to successful cryptanalytic attacks.

In the past it has been argued that a brute force attack on the Data Encryption Standard would

take as much as 2,300 years to decrypt and that a sixty»l‘our bit algorithm would talte as much

as 584,542 years (GSM þÿ�S�(�?�(�. ��l�1�.�J ��l�’�I�_�\ �um/ þÿ�E�,�v�l�1�(�.�‘�) ��_�\�f�]�)�f�f�(�)�l�lby David M argrave, George Mason

University - l994). ln the example, one would he encouraged to conclude that the sixty-il‘our»

bit GSM algorithm is not breakablc - in our lifetime.

The DES was publicly del‘eated in |997 for the first time using 78,000 computers working in

concert for 96 days. It was de-l"eat.ed in i998 for the second time using 52,000 computers

working in concert for 39 days. On the þÿ�l�7�" �of .luly V998 a  purpose built, machine

(known as DES Crack) working for fifty-six (56) HOURS defeated the DES for thc third

time. Using the DES Crm:/< machine (assuming that it could be used for this purpose) the

GSM effective fifty-four (54) bit algorithm would take less than one-fourth the time or sixteen

( 16) hours. The DES Cmc:/< machine was not especially designed for speedand only runs at

MHZ. That could probably he increased ten fold without serious modification. Without any

other modification to enhance its power that puts GSM decryption at about an hour and it half.

DES (_‘I‘{1(’]< is the first publicized attempt at building such a machine and has a good deal ot

room for improved efficiencies - and these will undoubtedly be made.

The notion that one system or another is unassailable is a fiction and judging by the facts ol’

history unsupportable. lt is not a question of whether it can be done but rather of when it will

I
QI

be done. ln GSM‘s own documentation (t/M7lS‘- Sim/rirv ()l2jet.~riv.v,Version 3.0.0, l’ October

l997), and I quote þÿ�"�l�.�.�a�w�t ��u�liI]l.0I‘CC@l()I[,iQftelecommunications transactions shall he

supported in accordance with national regulations". The facility for the surveilla.nce þÿ�o�l �

private digital cell phonecommanications is already built into the system. Moreover, there are

GSM intercept devices currently being marketed. For example the GS’|‘A-’l40() rnanufactured

by G~COM Technologies Ltd. claims that the "system can randomly screen GSM Mobile

(EFF|998 HJR. Wolfe. þÿ�l ��.�(�)�.Box 6079. Dunedin New Zealand. No part of this publication may be rcprotluccilt pliotocopictl. stored tu at
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communication, with the ability to monitor and record trallic" and that "conversations can be

monitored and logged simultaneously to a high capacity digital voice and data logger for

storage and retrieval".

The FBI has asked Congress to explore possible changes in existing law to allow law

enforcement access to physical location data of cell phone users, without court order, under

certain "emergency" conditions. Mandated 91 l requirements are leading toward the ability of

ccll phone carriers to track, and potentially record, the movements ol" all powered~on cell

phones, regardless þÿ�o�l �whether or not calls are in progress. lt is inevitable that this data will he

desired by various parties for other purposes, in realtime and perhaps retrospectively as wellt

in criminal, civil, and perhaps even commercial contexts. The US model is likely to he

followed here in New Zealand as well.

lt is neither prudent nor reasonable to conclude that ONLY law enforcement has access to

digital intercept equipment. ’l"hcrcl‘ore, and with these facts in mind, l repeat my previous

admonishrncnt1 One should never consider a cell phonc of any type to be a secure mediuni of

coi’nrnunieation ("loose lips sink ships").
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